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Bias in Internet Based and Algorithmic Collection Development and Discovery

Technology is crucial as well as accelerating within and for each day's use. Since

working in a library I find myself looking at a computer about 75 percent of the time I

spend there. The functions I'm participating in on the computer involve searching for

resources for patrons or myself, processing new items into brief check, and

troubleshooting technology questions. Each of these functions start with a search bar.

Whether it's typing in an author's name, scanning a barcode or typing a question. As I

type/scan a list of suggested final results builds below each search bar.

As shown in image one, the public search bar from Minneapolis College Library, found

through the Search Resources on the library website offers five automatically generated

search suggestions for the input of “ge.” The results are modest listing gender, genetics,

geography, geometry and gender studies. How helpful! Most of the internet, especially

database or retail platforms operate in a similar fashion, guiding researchers, shoppers

and browsers towards what they are looking for. But, is this technology really helping

generate appropriate results? In terms of research discovery as well library collection

building, I believe that this application of algorithmic technology can create acute

results.  I am here to argue that the accelerating guidance generated by algorithmic
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technology in actions of collection development as well as patron discovery is creating

bias in library collections and collection analysis.

Figure 1 Source: Minneapolis College Library Website

Library Materials Discovery and Sourcing

Collection development is the age-old process of library staff deciding what

materials to add to their library. In most cases, there is hopefully a collection

development policy implemented within a library institute that carries guidelines and

rules for what should be sought out to purchase. The purchasing process can be direct

communication with publishers, partnerships with vendors and often online shopping. I

would like to focus primarily on the library-vendor relationship and online shopping.

Usually a library has a collection profile they share with a vendor and this way the

vendor knows which items to suggest to be purchased by the library. This is amongst
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the more direct actions library staff use to keep a relevant yet diverse and updated

collection. It can be a time consuming process for library staff to research and discover

all the new materials they want and need for their library so it is common to have a

hybrid system of circulation analysis, curriculum mapping, library mission relevance,

library staff preference, book review websites and journals, vendor or publishers

suggestions, and lastly browsing automatic recommendations. Figure two, taken from

the Library Journal Research report Academic Library Collection Development Survey

in 2018 shows that 82 percent of materials purchased by academic libraries had been

acquired through vendors for physical book purchasing and 68 percent of materials had

sought out from online retailers.

Figure 2  Source: Library Journal Research reports
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In today's digital age and need for ease of access it's not surprising that the majority of

materials purchased is from online platforms or vendors. The sources from where they

decided which items they want to purchase were derived from primarily online sources

as shown in figure three, which is from the same report.

Figure 3 Source: Library Journal Research reports

Obviously not all the inspiration for purchasing choices was stemmed from

just browsing the internet, but there are definitely suggested, sponsored and appeal

generated recommendations coming from online platforms and vendor lists.
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How the Algorithm Works

When a person is online shopping, if they click to search for an item, a pair of toe

socks for example, the click data is recognized and stored. At the bottom of the page

they will see other suggestions for something they might like to buy. Free data used by

the company tells the algorithm to suggest another pair of socks very similar to the ones

being viewed. The free data they used to derive this output is usually the easiest and

most common to come by via the internet, therefore; most common. Another input to the

suggestion algorithm is the pattern of what other shoppers who click on the original

socks also viewed. This can add some alternative options to the suggestions, but will

usually stay close to the original in the objective to sell. Pretty soon you have a cart full

of options though all of which are directly related to each other in some aspects of color,

size or fabric type.

Figure 4 Source: ebay.com
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Figure 5 Source: ebay.com

The flaw in this situation is if you were a person shopping for toe socks but didn’t

know there were options besides toe socks. In a more focused research situation you

would only be getting exposed to information you already knew about. This encourages

bias since the knowledge you already know is only being reiterated by similar

knowledge. It goes the same way in recommending and browning new purchases for

collection development staff. Even with a diverse intention, search engines can

streamline affiliated topics and materials to your appeal. It feels successful as new

exciting titles are matching your desired search parameters and your intent is quickly

validated. Topics in opposition or unrelated to the original search are left behind and

pushed further away as you continue browsing or accepting recommended purchases.

This creates bias in collections.
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How can Collection Development Avoid Algorithmic Bias?

There are articles upon articles about avoiding bias in the library collection. From

professional development training to circulation analysis software there has been

wonderful work done in calling out bias. Most of these techniques are working directly

with staff and vendors implicit bias, not the browsing software. That being said, starting

with the people involved is in the best interest. We can not always control search

results, but we can control our awareness and reactions to results. Algorithms were

developed by humans to be used by humans, therefore we can observe and manipulate

the integrated bias.

Starting and keeping an updated and often revised collection development policy

helps. Sharing this and your requests often with your vendors will keep them from

getting too used to offering the same materials. When discovering from online reviews

or journals or when browsing, make a point to start from opposite ends of the best

sellers list, also be adamant about visiting  a variety of online sources and not just

sticking to one.  Some large and fairly progressive retailers have purchased software

that audits their systems for faults and bias in algorithms.

According to the article, “ What to do about the Bias in AI” published by Harvard

Business Review, collaborative authors James Manyika, Jake Stilberg and Brittany

Presten share a few algorithmic monitoring techniques. They accentuate foremost what

I mentioned earlier; keep your staff and administration intimate with your collections and

maintain professional development standards. The article goes deeper with additional
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technological tools including “red teams” and audits such as IBM’s “Fairness 360.”

There are several learning resources from the AI Now Institute’s annual reports,

Partnership on AI and the Alan Turing Institute’s Fairness, Transparency, Privacy

Group.

Most libraries may not have the budget for intense audit applications, but that's

okay! The most important tool we have is the devotion to a diverse and equitable

collection from the staff and management. The avoidance of using computer systems

for Collection Development is impossible and it creates more than less benefits for

libraries when it comes to a comparison. Since libraries are evolutionary institutes we

simply need to be strong willed in our mission to disperse and provide information.

Librarian collection development needs to maintain retailer research, vendor variety and

internal communication in order to avoid building a biased collection from online

materials sourcing.

Hopefully one day there will be an opportunity to share more research and dive

into the bias of algorithmic patron discovery tools as well as thorough critique of

collection and patron usue analysis for gauging circulation statistics.
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